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SUMMARY

Grid cells and theta oscillations are fundamental
components of the brain’s navigation system. Grid
cells provide animals [1, 2] and humans [3, 4] with a
spatial map of the environment by exhibiting multiple
firing fields arranged in a regular grid of equilateral
triangles. This unique firing pattern presumably con-
stitutes the neural basis for path integration [5–8] and
may also enable navigation in visual and conceptual
spaces [9–12]. Theta frequency oscillations are a
prominent mesoscopic network phenomenon during
navigation in both rodents and humans [13, 14] and
encode movement speed [15–17], distance traveled
[18], and proximity to spatial boundaries [19].
Whether theta oscillations may also carry a grid-like
signal remains elusive, however. Capitalizing on pre-
vious fMRI studies revealing a macroscopic proxy of
sum grid cell activity in human entorhinal cortex (EC)
[20–22], we examined intracranial EEG recordings
from the EC of epilepsy patients (n = 9) performing
a virtual navigation task. We found that the power
of theta oscillations (4–8 Hz) exhibits 6-fold rotational
modulation by movement direction, reminiscent of
grid cell-like representations detected using fMRI.
Modulation of theta power was specific to 6-fold
rotational symmetry and to the EC. Hexadirectional
modulation of theta power by movement direction
only emerged during fast movements, stabilized
over the course of the experiment, and showed
3310 Current Biology 28, 3310–3315, October 22, 2018 ª 2018 Elsev
sensitivity to the environmental boundary. Our re-
sults suggest that oscillatory power in the theta
frequency range carries an imprint of sum grid cell
activity potentially enabled by a common grid orien-
tation of neighboring grid cells [23].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Behavioral Results
Epilepsy patients (n = 9) performed an object-location memory

task by navigating freely in a virtual environment (Figures 1A–

1E) [21]. During an initial learning phase, patients had to collect

eight different objects from different locations within the environ-

ment. Afterward, patients were repeatedly asked to navigate to

the location of each object. During each trial, patients were first

presentedwith an object, navigated to the previously learned ob-

ject location, received feedback, and re-encoded the object

location afterward. Patients conducted the task for a period of

45 to 70 min (mean ± SD, 59.4 ± 11.9 min), which was post-

hoc segmented into six non-overlapping parts (‘‘sessions’’) of

equal length for analysis. Patients improved throughout the

experiment (repeated-measures ANOVA, F(5,40) = 13.27, p <

0.001; Figure 1 and STAR Methods), performing above chance

level already in session 1 (one-sample t tests against chance

level, all t(8) > 3.22, all p < 0.01). Movement directions were uni-

formly sampled through the entire 360� space (subject-wise

Rayleigh’s tests, all z < 0.01, all Pcorr > 0.99, Bonferroni correc-

tion; Figure 1D) and also did not show clustering in 60� space

(subject-wise Rayleigh’s tests, all z < 0.92, Pcorr > 0.50, Bonfer-

roni correction; for further behavioral control analyses, Figure S1)

ruling out potential confounds when analyzing a hexadirectional
ier Ltd.
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Figure 1. Paradigm and Behavioral Results

(A) Epilepsy patients (n = 9) implanted with iEEG

electrodes in the EC performed an object-location

memory task.

(B) Exemplary navigation path of one subject.

(C) Map of visited locations across all subjects.

(D) Sampling of heading direction. Gray dots show

patient-wise data.

(E) Drop error defined as the distance between the

response and the correct object location. Spatial

memory performance was calculated as the rank

of the empirical drop error within a surrogate dis-

tribution of drop errors (STAR Methods).

(F) Spatial memory performance increased

throughout the experiment. Gray lines show pa-

tient-wise data.

Error bars indicate SEM across participants. See

also Figure S1 and Tables S1 and S2.
modulation (HM) of intracranial electroencephalography (iEEG)

power by movement direction (Figure 2A).

Hexadirectional Modulation of Theta Power by
Movement Direction in Human EC
During the task, we recorded iEEG from the entorhinal cortex (EC)

(Figures 2B [25 EC electrodes in total] and S2). To uncover a po-

tential hexadirectional (i.e., 6-fold rotationally symmetric)modula-

tionof power fromentorhinal iEEGactivity,weextracted theoscil-

latory power in six predefined frequency bands (delta, 2–4 Hz;

theta, 4–8 Hz; alpha, 8–12 Hz; beta, 12–30 Hz; low gamma, 30–

80Hz;highgamma,80–150Hz).We thenapplied thesameanalyt-

ical procedure as in previous fMRI studies testing for 6-fold rota-

tionally symmetric modulation of oscillatory power by movement

direction [8, 12, 20, 21] (STARMethods): one-half of thedata (ses-

sions 1, 3, and5) served to identify a ‘‘preferred’’movementdirec-

tion 4 related to strongest increases of iEEG power in 60� space
separately for each frequency band and for each electrode chan-

nel. In the second half of the data (sessions 2, 4, and 6), we then

tested whether oscillatory power in each band was higher during

movements aligned to this preferred direction as compared to

misaligned movements (using a continuous cosine regressor).

The resulting b coefficient of the cosine regressor quantifies the

HMof iEEG power bymovement direction. As in previous studies

[20, 21], we only considered the fastest tertile of movement pe-

riods. We observed 6-fold rotationally symmetric modulation of

power in the theta frequency band (t(8) = 4.23, Pcorr = 0.02, Bon-

ferroni correction for six frequency bands; Figure 2C). When
Current Biolo
collapsing across all channels from all pa-

tients, we found that 20 of the 25 EC chan-

nels showed positive b values (fixed-ef-

fects binomial test, p = 0.004). No other

frequency band showed this effect

(all other t(8) <2.63,Pcorr >0.18,Bonferroni

correction). A one-way repeated-mea-

sures ANOVA with ‘‘frequency band’’ as

independent variable supported the spec-

ificity of 6-fold rotationally symmetric

modulation of power in the theta fre-

quency band (F(5,40) = 4.00, p = 0.005).
Thetapowerwasmodulated across theentire 360� range (Figures
2D and S2G). Estimated preferred directions were not clustered

across participants (Rayleigh’s test, z=0.13, p= 0.88; FigureS2F)

and were not related to the most sampled movement direction

(Figures S2D and S2E), and no HM of iEEG power was detected

during movements at slow or medium speed (Figure S2B), in

line with previous fMRI results [20]. When performing the analysis

of HM of iEEG power based on patient-specific theta frequency

peaks (Figure S3A) determined via MODAL ([24, 25]; Fig-

ure 2E), the result of hexadirectional modulation of theta power

(HMtheta-power) by movement direction was qualitatively identical

(t(8) = 3.97, p = 0.004). The strength of HM based on patient-spe-

cific theta frequency peaks was positively correlated with the

strength of HM based on the a priori defined theta band

(Pearson’s r = 0.83, p = 0.006; Figure 2F). Additionally, the

preferred directions obtained via patient-specific theta frequency

peaks were highly similar to the preferred directions obtained

via the a priori defined theta band (circular-to-circular correlation,

r = 0.89, p = 0.0001; Figure 2G).

Specificity of HMtheta-power by Movement Direction in
Human EC
Next, we performed control analyses to examine the specificity

of our finding regarding different rotational symmetries and

different brain regions. We did not find a modulation of theta

power by movement direction with 4-, 5-, 7-, or 8-fold rotational

symmetry (all t(8) < 1.24, Pcorr > 0.96, Bonferroni correction; Fig-

ure 3A). Furthermore, no HMtheta-power was observed in
gy 28, 3310–3315, October 22, 2018 3311



Figure 2. Entorhinal Theta Power Exhibits

6-fold Rotationally Symmetric Modulation

by Movement Direction

(A) Analysis procedure. (Left and Middle) Using

one data half, we estimated the ‘‘preferred’’

movement direction related to strongest increases

of iEEG power in 60� space. (Right) The other data

half was used to test whether oscillatory power

was higher during movements aligned with the

grid axes as compared to misaligned movements

(STAR Methods). a, movement direction; t, time

point. Blue wedges, aligned; transparent wedges,

misaligned.

(B) Depiction of all EC electrode contacts (black

circles).

(C) 6-fold rotationally symmetric modulation of

oscillatory power by movement direction in the

theta frequency range, but not at any other fre-

quency band.

(D) Theta power is higherduringmovements aligned

with the grid axes as compared to misaligned

movements. Blue, aligned; gray, misaligned.

(E) Percentage of time during which MODAL [24]

detected a given instantaneous oscillatory fre-

quency across patients.

(F) Analyzing HM based on patient-specific theta

frequency peaks (Figure S3A) revealed similar

results.

(G) Preferred directions obtained when analyzing

HM based on patient-specific theta frequency

peaks were similar to the preferred directions

when performing the analysis based on the a priori

defined theta band.

All bar plots indicate mean and SEM across par-

ticipants. See also Figures S2 and S3.
hippocampus (64 channels in 8 patients; t(7) = 0.74, p = 0.48; 31

of the 64 channels showed positive b values; fixed-effects bino-

mial test, p = 0.901) or in amygdala (24 channels in 7 patients;

t(6) = 0.41, p = 0.69; Figure 3B; 14 of the 24 electrode channels

showing positive b values; fixed-effects binomial test, p = 0.541),

consistent with a reduced amount of grid cells [3] and absent grid

cell-like representations in fMRI [21] in these regions. Power in

different frequency bands did not depend on movement speed

(3 speed levels 3 6 frequency bands repeated-measures

ANOVA; no interaction, F(10,80) = 1.08, p = 0.39; Figure S2C).

Gradual Emergence of HMtheta-power

Since grid cells stabilize across time [1], we tested for a gradual

emergence of the HMtheta-power across the experiment (employ-

ing only the fastest tertile of movement periods). On the one

hand, we used the data from sessions 1 and 2 to estimate the

preferred directions and tested these preferred directions on

sessions 3 and 4. On the other hand, we used the data from ses-

sions 3 and 4 to estimate the preferred directions and tested

these preferred directions on sessions 5 and 6. We observed

HMtheta-power by movement direction when employing sessions

3 to 6 (t(8) = 2.64, p = 0.03), but not when analyzing sessions

1 to 4 (t(8) = �.15, p = 0.89). The difference is significant (t(8) =

2.57, p = 0.03; Figure 3C), indicating that the HMtheta-power by

movement direction became stronger over the course of the

experiment. This result may parallel findings in rodents showing

that grid cells stabilize across time [1] and may suggest that grid
3312 Current Biology 28, 3310–3315, October 22, 2018
cell-like representations in fMRI are gradually established after

exposure to a novel environment.

Sensitivity of HMtheta-power to Environmental Boundaries
Finally, we tested whether the strength of HMtheta-power

depended on the movement area within the circular virtual envi-

ronment. Since grid cells are stabilized by encounters with envi-

ronmental boundaries in rodents [26], one may hypothesize that

the HMtheta-power is particularly pronounced in more peripheral

parts of the virtual environment. To this end, we divided the

movement trajectory into a border, a middle, and an inner navi-

gation region (separately for each patient; Figure S3B) containing

equal numbers of fast movement periods. Indeed, we found sig-

nificant HMtheta-power by movement direction when estimating

the preferred direction on movements within the border area

and testing the preferred direction on themiddle area of the envi-

ronment (t(8) = 3.47, p = 0.01). In contrast, we did not find a 6-fold

rotationally symmetric modulation of theta power by movement

direction when estimating the preferred direction on movements

within the middle area and testing the preferred direction on the

inner area of the environment (t(8) = 0.80, p = 0.45). The differ-

ence was significant (t(8) = 2.73, p = 0.03; Figure 3D), suggesting

that the HMtheta-power by movement direction is sensitive to

environmental boundaries.

In sum, the present study provides evidence for a hexadirec-

tional modulation of theta power by movement direction

in human EC during spatial navigation, reminiscent of grid



Figure 3. Specificity, Gradual Establishment,

and Border Sensitivity of HMtheta-power

(A) Control analyses did not reveal 4-fold, 5-fold,

7-fold, or 8-fold rotationally symmetric modulation

of entorhinal theta power by movement direction.

Dotted line, strength of HMtheta-power from Figure 2C.

(B) Control analyses did not reveal HMtheta-power in

hippocampus or amygdala.

(C) Entorhinal HMtheta-power was present when

examining later parts of the experiment, but not

during earlier parts of the experiment.

(D) HMtheta-power was only present during movement

in peripheral parts of the virtual environment (STAR

Methods). All bar plots indicate mean and SEM

across participants. *p < 0.05.

See also Figure S3.
cell-like representations observed via fMRI. Our results reveal

that this HMtheta-power emerges across time and is sensitive

to environmental boundaries. From a systems perspective,

our results demonstrate that neural representations occur at

the level of mesoscopic oscillatory networks not only in ro-

dents [27, 28], but also in humans [29], and suggest shared

properties between single-cell responses and network activity

patterns.

Since grid cells are organized in modules [23] and since

conjunctive grid cells [30] increase their firing during movements

alignedwith the grid axes, it has been hypothesized that sumgrid

cell activity may be observable via fMRI [20]. Our current study

suggests that a fingerprint of grid cells is also contained in meso-

scopic brain oscillations. Notably, the exact relationship be-

tween grid cells and HMtheta-power remains elusive: depending

on whether grid cell activity is related to increased or decreased

theta power (or increased versus decreased blood-oxygen-level

dependent [BOLD] signal), movement directions denoted as

‘‘aligned’’ may correspond to either traverses through more

grid cell firing fields (or firing fields with higher firing frequencies)

or fewer firing fields (or firing fields with lower firing frequencies).

This may be particularly the case, since hippocampal theta oscil-

lations have been speculated to reflect neural firing in a similar

way as alpha oscillations in the cortex [31], with higher theta po-

wer reflecting increased phasic inhibition [32].

Previous iEEG studies on spatial navigation in humans have

mainly recorded theta oscillations from the hippocampus

[13, 33, 34]. In contrast, studies on entorhinal theta oscillations
Current Bio
are scarce. Previous studies showed, in

general, that independent theta genera-

tors may exist in EC and hippocampus

[35] and, in the context of memory, that

later remembered versus forgotten items

exhibit higher entorhinal-hippocampal

theta coherence during word-list learning

[36]. In our study, we recorded theta oscil-

lations from human EC during virtual

navigation, revealing that theta power is

hexadirectionally modulated bymovement

direction.

Multiple interactions between grid cells

and medial temporal theta oscillations
have been revealed in rodent studies. For example, grid cells in

different EC layers exhibit either phase locking or phase preces-

sion in relation to entorhinal theta oscillations [37]. Grid cell

properties differ depending on the phase of concurrent theta

oscillations [38], and grid cells lose their periodicity after inactiva-

tion of the medial septum [39]. While theoretical models hypoth-

esize that the firing pattern of grid cells results from interference

between multiple theta generators [40], recordings in bats have

demonstrated grid cells in the absence of theta oscillations [2].

The current study does not exclude either possibility but rather

suggests an HMtheta-power that may result from shared properties

of neighboring grid cells.

In early studies, it was pointed out that grid cells provide an

environmental-invariantmetric for navigation [1]. However, recent

rodent studies revealed that grid cell firing is influencedbybound-

aries thatmaydistort their firing patterns [41, 42].Weusedahighly

regular circular environment, suggesting that firing patterns of

presumably active grid cells were not substantially distorted.

Our finding of higher peripheral versus central HMtheta-power may

thus be more related to evidence showing that grid stability is

achieved by encounters with boundaries [26], putatively correct-

ing for error accumulation during path integration.

Apart from grid cells, the hippocampal formation contains

several other cell types structuring space and time, including

place cells that encode a single location within the spatial envi-

ronment [43]. Furthermore, head direction and border cells are

essential components of the brain’s navigation system [44, 45].

But not only spatial dimensions may be represented by the
logy 28, 3310–3315, October 22, 2018 3313



hippocampal formation: time cells fire at successive moments in

temporally structured experiences [46]. Whether time cells exist

in humans and whether they are not only detectable on single-

neuron level, but also on a network level, will need to be

addressed in future studies.
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Wang (lwang@psych.ac.cn).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Intracranial EEG was recorded from medically intractable epilepsy patients who underwent stereotactic (non-robotic) electrode

implantation for localizing their epileptic seizure foci to guide respective treatment. Electrode placement was determined solely

by clinical needs. N = 11 patients participated in this study. Two patients were excluded from all analyses due to intense epileptic

activity within the EC. This left 9 patients (3 female, 7 right handed) with amean age ± STD of 27.1 ± 8.2 years (see Table S1 for further

details). Our research protocol was approved by the appropriate institutional review boards at the different recording sites. Written

informed consent was obtained from all patients.

METHOD DETAILS

Navigation task
Participants performed an object-location memory task navigating freely in a circular virtual arena adapted from Doeller et al. [20].

The environment comprised a grassy plane (diameter of 9,500 virtual units) bounded by a cylindrical cliff. The navigation task was

programmed using Unreal Engine 2 (Epic Games). During an initial learning phase at the beginning of the experiment, patients

were asked to navigate toward and memorize the locations of 8 different everyday objects. Afterward, patients completed variable

numbers of trials. Each trial consisted of a cue, a retrieval, a feedback, and a re-encoding phase (Figure 1A). During the cue phase,

participants were presented with one of the objects (duration = 2 s). During the retrieval phase, they navigated to the associated ob-

ject location using the arrow keys on the laptop keyboard (left, right, and forward arrows). The duration of this phase was self-paced.

When they had reached the location they considered correct, they ‘‘dropped’’ the object by hitting the space bar or the backward

arrow key. Depending on response accuracy, patients then received feedback via one of five possible smiley faces (duration =

1.5 s). The object then appeared at its correct location, and patients navigated to this location, allowing for further learning. Partic-

ipants controlled their movement speed bymodulating the duration how long they pressed the forward button. Continuously pressing

the forward button automatically acceleratedmovement speed until maximum speedwas reached. The taskwas run on a laptop with

a screen at approximately 30 cm distance from the patient. Behavioral events including the subject’s location within the virtual envi-

ronment were written to a logfile with a temporal resolution of 10 ms. Triggers were either detected using a phototransistor attached

to the screen marking onsets and offsets of the cue-phase, or using an independent custom MATLAB (2017b, The MathWorks,

Massachusetts) program that sent triggers both to the paradigm as well as to the EEG recording software with randomly jittered

intervals between 0.5 s and 5 s. Patients were asked to complete up to 160 trials, but were instructed to pause or quit the task when-

ever they wanted.

Behavioral analysis
For each time point, we extracted the participant’s location in the virtual environment, which enabled us to derivemovement direction

and movement speed. For each patient, we checked whether movement directions were uniformly sampled both through the

entire 360� space and through 60� space employing subject-wise Rayleigh’s tests ruling out the possibility that our finding of
e1 Current Biology 28, 3310–3315.e1–e4, October 22, 2018
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hexadirectional modulation of theta power was due to non-uniform sampling of movement directions. Further behavioral control an-

alyses were performed for movements within the three different environmental regions, specifically for fast movements (Figures S1

and S2). Spatial memory performancewas estimated by ranking the trial-wise drop error (distance between drop location and correct

location; Figure 1E) with respect to a surrogate distribution obtained by calculating the distance between 500,000 randomly chosen

locations within the virtual environment and the correct location. A spatial memory score of 1 represents a perfect response, whereas

a score of 0 represents a response at maximal distance from the correct location. A score of 0.5 represents chance level. To test

whether patients improved gradually throughout the experiment, we calculated a one-way repeated-measures ANOVAwith ‘‘session

number’’ as independent variable and ‘‘spatial memory performance’’ as dependent variable. Additionally, we performed one-sam-

ple t tests of spatial memory performance values against 0.5 (i.e., chance-level), separately for each session, to test whether patients

performed above chance-level in each session.

Intracranial EEG recordings and artifact removal
Intracranial EEG recordings were performed at the Yuquan Hospital, Tsinghua University, Beijing, China; at the First Affiliated Hos-

pital of PLA General Hospital, Beijing, China; and at the Department of Epileptology, University of Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany. Our

research protocol was approved by the appropriate institutional review boards at each of the three hospital sites. Written informed

consent was obtained from all patients. During recordings, all patients had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. At the recording

sites in Beijing, iEEG data was acquired using a Nihon-Kohden system (Yuquan Hospital) and a Blackrock Neuroport system (First

Affiliated Hospital of PLA General Hospital) at a sampling rate of 2,000 Hz. At the recording site in Freiburg iEEG data was acquired

using a Compumedics system (Compumedics, Abbotsford, Victoria, Australia) at a sampling rate of 2,000 Hz. Electrodes were pro-

vided by HKHS Beijing Health (HKHS Beijing Health, Beijing, China) at Yuquan Hospital and First Affiliated Hospital of PLA General

Hospital, or Ad-Tech (Ad-Tech, Racine, WI, USA) at the Department of Epileptology, University of Freiburg. Recordings were refer-

enced to Cz (Freiburg) or to one electrode contact located in white matter (Beijing). Regarding the latter, candidate reference elec-

trode contacts located in white matter were chosen by visual inspection of the post-implantation CT images co-registered onto the

pre-implantation MR images (see below). Then, intracranial EEG traces from each candidate reference electrode were visually in-

spected, and contacts with little or no apparent EEG activity were chosen as the reference for all subsequent recordings (see refer-

ence 18 for a similar procedure). Electrode contacts from three different regions of interest were analyzed: EC (9 subjects; 25 con-

tacts; range of contacts per subject, 1-8), hippocampus (8 subjects; 64 contacts; range of contacts per subject, 0-16), and amygdala

(7 subjects; 24 contacts; range of contacts per subject, 0-7; see Table S1 for further details).

No seizure was observed 1 h before or after the tests in all patients. Recordings, which included all experimental sessions per-

formed by each patient as well as several minutes of EEG from before and after those sessions, were first inspected for interictal

spikes (IIS) and other artifacts by an automatic removal procedure. Epileptic discharges were identified and excluded when one

of the following two criteria were met: (i) the envelope of the unfiltered signal was 4 standard deviations above the baseline (i.e.,

the mean value of the entire signal); (ii) the envelope of the filtered signal (band-pass filtered in the 25-80 Hz range followed by signal

rectification) was 5 standard deviations above the baseline (i.e., the mean value of the filtered signal) following previous studies

[17, 47]. All iEEG traces were also visually inspected for epileptic activity, both before and after the automatic removal procedure.

The timing of all IISs and other artifacts on each channel were stored for subsequent analysis.

Electrode localization
For patients from Freiburg, for whom one pre-implantation and one post-implantation MRI were available, electrode localization was

performed using FSL (https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FSL) [48] and PyLocator (http://pylocator.thorstenkranz.de/): The post-im-

plantation MR image was coregistered to the pre-implantation MR image. Next, the pre-implantation MR image was skull-stripped

and normalized to MNI space, applying the normalization matrix to the post-implantation MR image in parallel. Normalized post-im-

plantation images were inspected using PyLocator and channel locations were manually identified. For patients from Beijing,

post-implantation CT images were co-registered onto pre-implantation MR images using Freesurfer (v6.0.0, surfer.nmr.mgh.

harvard.edu/). The registration was visually verified and manually adjusted if necessary. Intracranial electrodes were identified using

clustering-based segmentation and classified according to anatomical landmarks in native space [49]. For visualization of all sub-

jects’ electrodes on the average brain surface, each individual subject’s MRI was coregistered to the MNI space. All electrodes

were then superimposed onto the inflated brain. Location of electrode contacts was ascertained by visual inspection of post implan-

tation CT and/or MRI scans by a consultant neurophysiologist and MRI expert.

Epochs of interest
Analysis of iEEG recordings focused on fast movement epochs following [20, 21]. As in previous studies [20, 21], fast movement

epochs were defined as the fastest tertile of all movements which are separately determined for each participant (Table S2). For con-

trol analyses regarding movement speed, epochs of interest were also extracted for medium speed movements (movements with a

speed between the fastest and slowest tertile) and slow speed movements (slowest tertile of movements). For additional control an-

alyses, stationary periods during which patients did not move were also extracted.
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Time-frequency analysis
First, the raw data of the entire experiment was notch-filtered at 50 Hz as well as at harmonics of 50 Hz. Next, all epochs that included

interictal spikes or other artifacts were excluded from further analyses. Afterward, the entire datawere band-pass filtered in 6 different

frequency bands (delta, 2-4Hz; theta, 4-8Hz; alpha, 8-12Hz; beta, 12-30Hz; low gamma, 30-80Hz; and high gamma, 80-150Hz). We

first converted the data into the frequency domain using the fft function in MATLAB, then applied a Gaussian function with a STD of

0.7 Hz for attenuation at the respective border frequencies, and converted the data back into the time domain using the ifft function in

MATLAB. Subsequently, oscillatory power of each band at each electrode channel was extracted using a Hilbert transform. The

power values were then z-scored according to the mean power in that electrode over all fast movement epochs (defined as

movements above the cut-off speed, see Table S2). For control analyses regarding movement speed, power values were z-scored

according to the mean power in that electrode over all medium or slowmovement epochs, respectively. To test whether band power

varied as a function of frequency band and movement speed, we calculated a two-way (3 speed levels x 6 frequency bands)

repeated-measures ANOVA.

Analysis of hexadirectional modulation of theta power by movement direction
To reveal a potential hexadirectional modulation of theta power by movement direction, we closely followed the procedure of

estimating grid cell-like representations in prior fMRI studies. The initial learning phase was excluded from all analyses. First, we

aligned the iEEG time courses with the sampling rate of the behavioral data (100 Hz), and averaged power values of each frequency

band within consecutive non-overlapping 10ms time windows. After extracting periods of fast movements, movement directions (at)

over time were split into 6 sessions according to the total experiment duration of each participant (irrespective of trial phase and trial

number). Using one half of the data (sessions 1, 3, and 5), we identified the ‘‘preferred’’ movement direction 4 related to strongest

increases of iEEG power in each frequency band. To do so, wemodeled the band power using a general linear model (GLM) with two

regressors, cos(6at) and sin(6at). This resulted in two weights of the two regressors, bcos and bsin, which were then used to calculate

the preferred direction f = [arctan(bsin/bcos)]/6 using the atan2 function in MATLAB. The overall duration of the data segment used to

perform this GLM was 133.9 ± 46.9 s (mean ± STD; fast speed), 127.1 ± 39.1 s (medium speed), and 123.2 ± 41.7 s (slow speed).

Using the second half of the data (sessions 2, 4, and 6), we then used a second GLMwith a single predictor cos(6(at� f)) to examine

whether band power increased when the patient moved closer to the preferred direction f. The second GLM gave the weight baligned
quantifying the six-fold rotationally symmetric modulation of theta power by movement direction, which was termed ‘‘grid cell-like

representations’’ in previous fMRI studies [20]. The higher baligned the higher the band power when the patient is moving closer to

the preferred direction f. The factor 6 accounts for six-fold rotational symmetry. The overall duration of the data segment used to

perform this GLM was 139.1 ± 52.3 s (mean ± STD; fast speed), 128.1 ± 40.4 s (medium speed), and 115.7 ± 34.8 s (slow speed).

If a patient was implanted with more than one electrode channel in her/his entorhinal cortex, baligned-values were averaged across

electrode channels. Afterward, (averaged) baligned-values were fed into second-level statistics across patients. One-sample t tests

across patients were performed to test whether hexadirectional modulation of theta power was present during fast movement

periods for any of the six frequency bands (including Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons by multiplying the P-values

by 6, since we tested for this effect in 6 different frequency bands). To illustrate that theta power was modulated by movement di-

rection across the entire 360� range, all fast movement periods were distributed onto 12 different movement bins (each of 30� size)
relative to the patient-specific preferred direction (6 aligned bins, 6 misaligned bins). Theta power was determined for each of the

twelve bins and averaged across patients afterward. To reveal whether theta power increases during aligned movements were

absolute or relative power increases (with regard to stationary periods), we performed a variant of this analysis during which we em-

ployed theta power values that had been normalized using themean and standard deviation of theta power during stationary periods.

To test whether preferred directions estimated using the first half of the data clustered at a specific angle across patients, we per-

formed a Rayleigh test. If a patient was implanted withmore than one electrode channel in her/his entorhinal cortex, the circular mean

of the channel-wise preferred directions was fed into the Rayleigh test.

Control analyses of hexadirectional modulation of theta power
We performed several control analyses to validate the presence of hexadirectional modulation of theta power with regard to fast

movement speed, 6-fold rotational symmetry, and entorhinal cortex. Regarding movement speed, we performed the identical anal-

ysis procedure as outlined above on time periods of medium and slow movement speed, respectively. One-sample t tests were per-

formed across patients to examine whether theta power exhibited six-fold rotationally symmetric modulation by movement direction

during medium or slow speedmovements. Furthermore, we checked whether theta power during fast speedmovements wasmodu-

lated by movement direction with regard to other types of rotational symmetry (i.e., 4-, 5-, 7-, and 8-fold rotational symmetry). Again,

the identical analysis procedure as outlined above was performed, now using the factors 4, 5, 7, or 8, respectively, when setting up

the regressors for the first and the second GLM (e.g., cos(4at) and sin(4at) for the first GLM, and cos(4(at � f)) for the second GLM).

Second-level t tests were performed across patients afterward. As a last control analysis, we applied the analysis of hexadirectional

modulation of iEEG power by movement direction for electrode channels located in hippocampus and amygdala. Again, whenever a

patient was implanted with more than one electrode channel in his/her hippocampus or amygdala, respectively, baligned-values were

averaged across electrode channels before performing second-level statistics.
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Analysis of the emergence of hexadirectional modulation of theta power
To test for a gradual emergence of hexadirectional modulation of theta power across the experiment, we applied the analysis of

hexadirectional modulation of theta power to shorter data segments. On the one hand, we used sessions 1 and 2 to estimate the

preferred direction and tested this preferred direction using data from sessions 3 and 4. The resulting baligned-values represent the

strength of hexadirectional modulation of theta power during the first two thirds of the experiment. On the other hand, we used

sessions 3 and 4 to estimate the preferred direction and tested this preferred direction using data from sessions 5 and 6. The

resulting baligned-values represent the strength of hexadirectional modulation of theta power during the last two thirds of the exper-

iment. baligned-values were entered into second-level one-sample t tests across patients. A paired t test was used to test for a sig-

nificant difference between the strength of hexadirectional modulation of theta power obtained from the two data parts.

Analysis of sensitivity of hexadirectional modulation of theta power to environmental boundaries
To test for a sensitivity of hexadirectional modulation of theta power to environmental boundaries, we performed the analysis of

hexadirectional modulation of theta power on data parts during which the patients moved within specific regions of the virtual envi-

ronment. To this end, we divided all movement time points into three parts depending on whether the patient moved within the inner,

the middle, or the border region of the environment. The separation of the virtual environment into the three regions was done indi-

vidually such that, for each patient, each region contained n/3 fast movement time points, where n denotes the total number of fast

movement time points. On the one hand, we used fast movements within the border region to estimate the preferred direction

and tested this preferred direction on data during fast movements within the middle region of the virtual environment. The resulting

baligned-values represent the strength of hexadirectional modulation of theta power whenmoving inmore peripheral parts of the virtual

environment. On the other hand, we used fast movements within the middle region to estimate the preferred direction and tested this

preferred direction on data during fast movements within the inner region of the environment. The resulting baligned-values represent

the strength of hexadirectional modulation of theta power whenmoving in more central parts of the environment. baligned-values were

entered into second-level one-sample t tests against 0 across patients. A paired t test was then used to test for a significant difference

between the strength of hexadirectional modulation of theta power obtained from the two different analyses.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All analyses were performed in MATLAB 2017b using custom MATLAB scripts. Inference statistics across patients were performed

using MATLAB or SPSS (version 24.0, IBM, NY). Types of statistical tests used are specified where the test statistics are reported. If

not otherwise specified, all statistical tests were performed with the final sample of 9 epilepsy patients (see above). If not otherwise

specified, all statistical tests were two-sided. If not otherwise specified, means were used as definition of center and SEMwere used

as dispersion measure. Statistical analyses were performed using a significance threshold of p < 0.05. If appropriate, Bonferroni

correction was applied by multiplying the output P-value of the test statistic by the number of tests performed. Error bars in figures

are defined in the corresponding figure legends. Further details on statistical analyses are given in the Results and Discussion section

and in the STAR Methods section.
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